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THESE Rules and Regulations liave been agreed to
generally by the Companies parties to the Railway
Clearing System, and apply—subject to modifica-
tions which may be made from time to time, due
notice of which will be given in the Appendix—
to the Lancashire and Yorkshire Company’s Line,
whether in respect of their own Engines, Trains,
and Servants, or those of other Companies running
over their Line. The Servants of the Lancashire
and Yorkshire Railway Company working over the
Lines of other Companies will be bound by these
Rules and Regulations, and such modifications
thereof as may be issued from time to time, except
where the owning Company have any exceptional
or additional Rules and Regulations, in which case
they will be bound by the Rules and Regulations
of that Company.

GENERAL RULES AND

REGULATIONS.
*

1. All persons employed by the Company must condition!
devote themselves exclusively to the Company’s °f Sernce'

service ; they must reside at whatever places may
be appointed, attend at such hours as may be
required, pay prompt obedience to all persons
placed in authority over them, and conform to all
the Rules and Regulations of the Company.

2. The name and address of each servant employed
in the working of the Railway must be registered
at the Station to which he is attached, or at which
he is paid, and the names and addresses of all
persons connected with the Traffic Department
(including Fog-signalmen) must be posted in the
Station-master’s Office, so that, if required in cases
of emergency, the men may be readily found. Any
change of address must be at once notified, in order
that the record may be kept perfect.

3. ( a ) No servant is allowed to absent himself Absence
from duty, to alter his appointed hours of attend- e^chk^eof ,ance, or to exchange duty with any other servant, duty*

without the special permission of his superior officer.
In case of illness, he must immediately report the nines*,circumstance to his superior officer.

( b ) No Station-master must be absent without
leave from the Superintendent, except from illness, station-

0

in which case he must immediately inform the
Superintendent, and take care that some compe-tent person is entrusted with his duties.

(
)

Names and
Addresses of
Servants.

I

I

Every Servant supplied with this Booh
must make himself thoroughly acquainted
with, and will be held responsible for a know-
ledge of , and compliance with, the whole
of the following Rules and Regulations. master.

Illness.

*
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Uniform-wearing and
care of.
Property
of the
Company
not to be
converted to
any ser-
vant’s own
use.
Conduct of
Servants.

12 (a ) The Company may at any time, without Misconduct

notice, dismiss or suspend from duty any servant of punishabIe*

the Company for intoxication, disobedience of
orders, negligence, or misconduct, or for being
absent from duty without leave, and no wages shall
he payable by the Company to any servant after his
dismissal, or during the period of his suspension
from duty, or during his absence from duty from
any cause.

( b ) In accordance with the Truck Act, 1896,
and as part of the Contract of service, the follow-
ing Fines may be imposed by the Company in
respect of the Acts or omissions mentioned below,
and all sums so imposed as Fines may he deducted
from the wages of their servants and retained by
the Company, viz. :—

4. Every servant receiving uniform must, when
on duty, appear in it clean and neat, with the
number and badge perfect ; and if any article
provided by the Company be damaged by improper
use, it must he made good by the servant using it.
No servant is allowed to convert to his own use
any article, the property of the Company.

5. All servants must be prompt, civil, and
obliging. They must afford every proper facility
for the business to be performed, be careful to give
correct information, and, when asked, give their
names or numbers without hesitation.

i

Public

firsVlmport-circumstances, be the chief care of the servants of
ance.

6. The safety of the public must, under all

the Company.
7. All persons holding situations of trust will

be required to find security for their faithful ser-
vices, the amount and conditions of which security
will be stated upon appointment.

8. Superannuation and Insurance Societies have
been established or authorised by the Company,
which the servants are required to join in
accordance with the Regulations.

9. No servant, when on duty or in uniform, is
allowed to enter a Station Itefresbment-room, or

ojt »pe- any other Refreshment-room under the control
sion forbid- of the Company, except by permission of the

Station-master, or person in charge of the Station.
10. No gratuity is allowed to be taken from

passengers, or other persons, by any servant of the
Company.

11. No servant of the Company is allowed
to trade, either directly or indirectly, for himself
or others.

Security for
faithful ser-vice. d.s.

(1) For inattention whilst on duty, \
absence from duty without leave,
coming late on duty, leaving duty
before proper time or before being \

relieved, coining oil duty without
proper rest, or otherwise unfit for
duty ; permitting relief by men
unauthorised or unfit for duty

(2) For insubordination or non- ’

observance of the lawful orders
of a superior officer ; for the use
of abusive or offensive language
whilst on duty, or for the wilful >
misrepresentation or suppression
of facts in a verbal or written
report, or for failing to report
irregularities or accidents

1
Superannua-
tion and
Insurance
Societies. 2 6

t
Refresh
ment-rooms—entering

den.

Gratuities
not to be
accepted. 2 6

Trading for
hidden.
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(3) For incivility or want of proper
courtesy or attention to Passengers, V 2 6
or other members of the public ... j

(4) For negligence or misconduct by }
which damage or delay is, or may > 50
be, caused to Trains or Traffic )

(5) For negligence or misconduct by
which loss is, or may be, caused
to the Company or by which
damage or injury is, or may
be, caused to Luggage, Parcels, 5 0
Animals, Goods, or Traffic ; or to
Engines, Vehicles, Machines, Sig-
nals, Lamps, Horses, or other
Property of the Company

(6) For negligenceor misconduct where- "Jby danger or risk of danger is, or j> 10 0
may be, caused to human life )

For a repetition of any of the above
offences the Fine may be doubled.

13. Eo servant is allowed to leave the Company’s
service without giving the notice required by the
terms of his engagement.

be missing, or be damaged by improper use, the cost
of such article, or of the repair of such damage, shall
be a debt due from the man to the Company, and
may be deducted from any pay then due, or, if
such pay be found insufficient to meet the claim,
will become a debt recoverable at law.

\ 15. The Company reserve the right to deduct Rent,

from the pay of a servant, who is a tenant of the
Company, any sums due for rent.

16. All testimonials and letters of recommenda- Testimonials
and letters
of recom-
mendation.tion, except such as are addressed to the Com-

pany, or their officers, will, if required, be
returned by the Company at the time the person
whom they concern leaves the service.

17. ( a ) Every Station-master, Inspector, Engine- Regulations,
driver, Fireman, Guard, Signalman, Policeman, working

11d

Ganger, Foreman, Shunter, Yardman, and Gate- Timetable

keeper ; every Clerk, Porter, and other servant con- supplied.
n

nected with the working of the Pailway, and also
every man engaged on the Permanent-way or
Works affecting the running Lines, must be supplied
with, and have with him when on duty, and pro-
duce when required, a copy of these Rules and
Regulations.

(b) Except as shown below, every person above
referred to must also be supplied with, and have
with him when on duty, a copy of the current
Working Time-table book, or section of the book,
the Appendix thereto, where issued, and any
Signalling, Permanent-way, or Special Train
Notices ; a copy of each must also be kept in the
Station-master’s Office.

(

Leaving
service,
notice
requisite.

14. When a person leaves the service, he mustOn leaving

formand̂ aii immediately deliver up his uniform and all other
theperty °f articles belonging to the Company. Any money

that may be due for wages to any person leaving
the service will not be paid until the clothing, book
of rules, lamps, flags, tools, detonators, and all other
articles, the property of the Company, which
may have been supplied to him, and of which
he cannot give a satisfactory account, shall have been
delivered up in accordance with the Company’s
Regulations. If not delivered up, or if any article

Company
to lie
returned.

EXCEPTIONS.—(1) Where two or more men are em- Exceptions.
ployed at one Signal-box, it is not necessary to supply
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SIGNALS.

FIXED SIGNALS. xi Semaphore
Al l K lgn t
Signal.33. The Semaphore All Right Signal

is shown, in the (lay time, by the Arm
being lowered thus:—28. Fixed Signals consist of Distant, Home,

Starting, Advanced Starting, Siding, Calling-on,
and Shunting Signals.

29. The normal position of Fixed Signals is
position of Danger, except where otherwise provided in these

Rules, or by the special authority of the General
Manager or the Superintendent of the Line.

Fixed
Signals.

}

Normal

d by the exhibition of a Green Light by night.Signals.
an

RED IS A SIGNAL OF DANGER.
GREEN ALL RIGHT.5 J

30. On the majority of Lines, Semaphore Signals
are adopted, but other forms of Signals are used by

Semaphore
Signals
adopted on
majority of some Companies.
Lines.

31. The Semaphore Signals are constructed with
Arms for Day Signals, and Lamps for Night.Semaphore

Arms and
Lamps.

4
&n

32. The Semaphore Danger Signal
is shown, in the day time, by the
Ann being in the horizontal position
thus :—

Semaphore
Danger
Signal. DISTANT SIGNALS.

5
(a) Distant Signals are fixed at £

distance from the point at which
Distant
Signals.34.

some
the Home Signal is placed, and where
Semaphores are used as Distant Signals
the Arms are notched or swallow-tailed,fand by the exhibition of a Red Light by night.
thus :—

o-a cc n
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(<b ) Where it is found necessary to place the
Distant Signal Arm worked from a Signal-box in

sigoalpost a(^ vance on the post of the Home or Starting Signal
applicable to the same Line, of the Box in the rear,
the Distant Signal will be the lower, and the Home
or Starting Signal the upper, Arm of that post.

35. Distant Signals must be placed at Danger
immediately they are passed by a train, and also
whenever any obstruction or danger exists upon
the Line they are intended to protect.

36. A Distant Signal may be passed when at
Danger, but the Engine-driver must be prepared to
stop at the Home Signal if necessary.

Note.—THIS RULE IS IN OPERATION ON THE
LANCASHIRE AND YORKSHIRE RAILWAY. ON
OTHER RAILWAYS THE FOLLOWING RULE IS IN
OPERATION ;

When an Engine-driver finds a Distant Signal at
Danger he must reduce speed and proceed cautiously
towards the Home Signal, being prepared to stop if
necessary.

37. Where the Distant Signal worked from one
Box is fixed near to another Box, the Signalman on
duty at the Box near to which the Signal is fixed
will be held responsible for seeing that the light of
such signal is burning properly when necessary.
This will not, however, relieve the Signalman from
whose Box the Distant Signal is worked from
satisfying himself that the light is burning properly
when necessary.

Distant
Signal on
Home or HOME SIGNALS.

38. Home Signals are fixed at Stations, June- Home
4

tions, Sidings, and Signal-boxes, and, as a rule, ”na

are so placed as to indicate by their position the
Lines to which they apply ; when more Arms than
one are fixed on the same side of a post they apply
generally as follows, viz.:—

The first or top Arm, to the Line on the left;
The second Arm, to the Line next in order

from the left ;
and so on.

39. (a) No train must pass a Home Signal at Home signal

Danger, or foul the Crossings or Points to which it p^sed at
applies, except as prescribed in Rules 73 and 232, ^ciptwhere
or where a Calling-on Arm is in use. otherwise

provided.
(b) When a train has been stopped or brought Trains re-

quired to be
brought

sary to bring it within the Home Signal before the within such

Section ahead is clear, the Signalman must, where a Sigllals‘

Starting Signal is provided, and that Signal is at
Danger, lower the Home Signal for the train to
draw ahead.

40. (a ) When the Starting Signal is at Danger, Home signal
the Home Signal must not be lowered for an aP” ^er^for
proaching train until the train is close to the Home train which

Signal, and has been brought quite, or nearly, to a a*starting
stand at it. In foggy weather or during falling f^n^Vciolo
snow, the Engine-driver must, when practicable, be to Home
verbally informed that he is only to draw forward s,snal-
towards the Starting Signal.

Use of
Distant
Signal.

Observance
of Distant
Signal.

nearly to a stand at a Home Signal, and it is neces-

Light of
Distant
Signal fixed
near to
another Box.

B

r
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Driver to go
slowly
forward
when Home
Signal is

( b ) The Engine-driver of any train which has been
thus stopped, or brought nearly to a stand, at a Home
Signal, must, after that Signal has been lowered, go

not t?pas*
Ut slowly f^ward towards the Starting Signal, but

out of sight must only proceed as far as is necessary to leave the
maniSnaU last vehicle well clear of the Points and Crossings,
starting and within sight of the Signalman. The Starting
be*paa8sedtt0 Signal must not be passed until it is lowered,
lowered except as provided in Rule 44.
Driver to
stop at
Signal Box
if necessary.

day and a Red Tight by night. The Engine-driver
must then be verbally instructed that the Section is
clear to the next Home Signal, but that the Station
or Junction ahead is blocked; after which a Green
Flag by day and a Green Light by night, held
steadily in the hand, must be exhibited to the
Engine-driver, and the necessary Fixed Signals
lowered to give permission for the train to proceed.

(/) If the train is assisted by an engine in the When train

rear, a Green Flag byday and a Green Light by night, by engine in
held steadily in the hand, must also be exhibited
to the Driver of the engine in the rear of the train.

41. (a ) At places where Starting Signals are not Train
provided, when a train has been stopped at the Homesignal
Home Signal, and it is necessery to draw it within Starting

0

such Signal before the Line ahead is clear, the signal.
Signalman must lower the Home Signal after
verbally instructing the Engine-driver to bring his
train under the protection of the Home Signal.

(b) Where the Home Signal is at such a distance Train re-
quired to be
brought
within such
Home Sig-

t
(c) If the Signal-box is between the Home and

Starting Signals, the Engine-driver must be pre-
pared to stop at the Box if necessary.

when trains (d ) When trains are allowed to go forward under
are allowed «Section Clear but Station or Junction Blocked ”

Signal ( Block Telegraph Rule 5), the Signalman
must, if the train has not already passed the Home
Signal towards the Starting or Advanced Starting
Signal, bring the train to a stand at the Home
Signal, and verbally instruct the Engine-driver that
the Section is clear to the next Home Signal, but
that the Station or Junction ahead is blocked. A
Green Flag by day and a Green Light by night,
held steadily in the hand, must, at the same time,
be exhibited to the Engine-driver, and the necessary
Fixed Signals lowered to give permission for the
train to proceed.

(e ) Where the Home Signal is at such a distance
aSInce11 from the Signal-box that it is not possible for the
5iox

8lgnal Signalman to communicate verbally with the
Driver when the engine is standing at the Home
Signal, and there is no Calling-on Arm, the
Signalman must, after bringing the train to a
stand at the Home Signal, lower it to allow the
Engine-driver to draw to his Box, and must stop
the train at the Box by exhibiting a Red Flag by

rear.

to go for-
ward under
“Section
Clear but
Station or
Junction
Blocked ”
Signal.

from the Signal-box that it is not possible for the
Signalman to communicate verbally with the Driver
when the engine is standing at the Home Signal, iai!
and there is no Calling-on Arm, the Signalman must,
after bringing the train to a stand at the Home
Signal, lower it to allow the Engine-driver to draw
to his Box, and must stop the train at the Box by
exhibiting a Red Flag by day and a Red Light by
night, and then, by verbal instructions, give the
Engine-driver clearly to understand the state of
things ahead.

(c) Engine-drivers must not go forward until they Engine-
drivers to
clearly

I
Where Home

clearly understand the verbal communication which
the Signalman has made to them as to the state of ^ba^comthe Line ahead, and then only with their engines munication.
under the needful control to ensure safety.
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( d ) When the Line is clear, the signal for the train
to proceed must be given by the Signalman showing
the Engine-driver a Green Light by night and
a Green Flag by day, held steadily in the hand.

42. Whenever the Distant Signal is at Danger,
the Danger Signal must also be exhibited at the
Home Signal, except when a train has passed the
Distant Signal at Danger, in which case the Home
Signal only must be lowered to allow the train to
pass.

STARTING AND ADVANCED STARTING
SIGNALS.

44. Starting Signals, where Advanced Starting starting and
Advanced
Starting

Use of Home
Signal. Signals are not provided, and Advanced Starting

Signals control the departure of trains into the signalsnot

Section ahead, and must not be passed when at atnangeT^
Danger, except as follow :—

i

(a ) When there are Shunting Arms. See Rule 46. Exceptions.
( h) When Signal is defective. See Rule 73.
( c ) Single Line Working during Obstruction. See

Ride 232.
( d ) Where the Points of Sidings or Cross-over

Roads are so near to a Starting or Advanced Start-
ing Signal as to render it necessary for the Signal
to be passed for shunting purposes and a Shunting
Arm is not provided, Engine-drivers may, for the
purpose of performing shunting operations, pass the
Starting or Advanced Starting Signal when at
Danger upon being directed to do so by the Signal-
man, either verbally, or by a Green Hand Signal,
which must he held steadily in the hand, but they
must not proceed on their journey until the Starting
or Advanced Starting Signal has been lowered.

45. (a) Where Starting and Advanced Starting WM dear

Signals are provided, the Starting Signal must not starting and
be passed at Danger, but when the Line is clear gt^^c®d

between the Starting and Advanced Starting signals!
Signals, and the Advanced Starting Signal is at
Danger, the Signalman must, when necessary, after
a train has been brought to a stand, lower the
Starting Signal to allow such train to proceed
towards the Advanced Starting Signal.

CALLING-ON SIGNALS. i
43. ( a ) Where short Arms are fixed upon the

Home Signal posts as Calling-on Signals they are
placed below the Home Signal. When a Calling-on
Arm is lowered, the Engine-driver must draw
forward past the post of the signal on which the
Calling-on Arm is fixed, as far as the line is clear.
If, after lowering the Calling-on Arm, the Signal-
man wishes to communicate with the Engine-driver,
and the Signal-box is ahead of the Calling-on Arm,
he must show a Hand Danger Signal from the Eox
to stop him. The lowering of the Calling-on Arm
is not an authority for a Starting Signal to be passed
at Danger.

( b ) Unless instructions are issued to the contrary,
the Calling-on Arm must not be lowered until the
train has been brought to a stand at the Home
Signal.

(c) Xotwithstanding that the Calling-on Arm
may have been lowered before the train has arrived
at the Home Signal, the Engine-driver must bring
his train to a stand at the Home Signal, and then
act in accordance with paragraph (a).

Calling-on
Arni3.

t
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(b ) When a train has gone forward into the Sec-
signauo be ^on *n advance, the Starting or Advanced StartingSignal which controls the entrance of trains intosuch Section, must be put to, and kept at, Danger,

until it is again necessary to lower it for a followingtrain to pass, in accordance with the prescribedRegulations. So long as the Starting Signal is atDanger, the Home and Distant Signals must also
signals to be kept at Danger, except on the near approach ofbe kept at a when, after the speed has been reduced soa3 to admit of the train stopping at the platformor at the Starting Signal, the Home Signal may betaken off.

(c) When a train has passed the Signal-box andis brought to a stand at the Starting or Advancedstarting or Starting Signal, the Engine-driver must understandAdvanced ^hat the lowering of the Starting or AdvancedStarting Signal is an indication that the Lineis only clear to the Home Signal at the Signal-boxin advance, and that he must regulate the speedof his train in the same way as if he had beenverbally instructed to proceed under the “SectionClear but Station or Junction Blocked ” Signal.
(d) In foggy weather or during falling snow, trainswaiting “ Line Clear” must, as far as practicable, bekept within the sight of the Signalman, and,

or during unless special instructions are issued to the contrary,
failing snow, no train must be drawn past the Starting Signaltowards the Advanced Starting Signal, except forStation duties or Shunting purposes.

When
an Engine-driver to pass, for shunting purposes only,
the Starting or Advanced Starting Signal when at
Danger, but no train must go forward on its journey
until the Starting or Advanced Starting Signal is
lowered.

put to
Danger.

DISC OR DWARF SIGNALS.Home and
Distant 47. ( a ) Where these Signals are used to regulate gisc m-

the passage of trains between Sidings and Running signals.
Lines, or between one Running Line and another,
or shunting operations in Sidings, the Danger
Signal is shown, in the daytime, by a Red Disc,
or Dwarf Signal with a Short Arm, and at night by
a Red Light.

(b ) The All Right Signal is shown, in the day-
time, by the Disc being turned off, or the Arm being
lowered, and at night by a Green Light.

NOTK.—On some Companies1 Lines, a Purple
Light is used as the Danger Signal for Ground
Discs controlling Sidings, Cross-over Roads, and
Bay Lines, and on others a small White Light is
used to indicate the site of Ground Disc Signals.

Danger
when
Starting
Signal at
Danger. \
When train
brought to a
stand at

Starting
Signal.

Use of
Advanced
Starting
Signal in

weather

SIDING SIGNALS.
48. ( a ) When the exit from Sidings is controlled siding

by Disc or Semaphore Signals, no attempt must be fllgnals'

made to take a train from such Sidings until the
Signal is turned off or lowered, nor must an Engine-
driver, whilst waiting for such Signal to be turned
off or lowered, allow his Engine to stand foul of any
other Line.

( b) When a Signal applies to more than one Siding,
and more than one engine is in the Sidings at the
same time, no Engine-driver must move towards the
Signal until he has been instructed to do so by the
Foreman Shunter or other person in charge.

1
SHUNTING SIGNALS.

Shunting
Signals. 4G. Where these Signals are fixed as lower Armsupon the Starting or Advanced Starting Signalposts, the lowering of the Shunting Arm authorises
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BACK LIGHTS OP FIXED SIGNALS. 10.—1To indicate to Engine-driver Green Light or Flag held steadily
in the hand by Fog-signalman.in foggy weather or during

falling snow that the Signal
is at All Right—Rules 81 and49. The Back Lights of Fixed Signals show a

White Light to the Signalman when at Danger, and
a Purple Light or no Light when at All Right.

Back Lights
of Fixed
Signals. 144.

Green Light or Flag waved slowly
from side to side by Platelayer.11.— To 0]:e snei

net|t VY^Y opP-rflt.irjnp—Rules
fdT155, 244. and 253.r

12 -̂To give an All Right Signal Green Light or Flag held steadily
1 to Engine-driver when Fixed

S Signal is disconnected or out
V-of order—Rule 73.

13.—To indicate to Engine-driver Green Light or Flag held steadily
by Signalman after bringing
train to a stand and giving
verbal warning.

14.—To indicate to Engine-driver Green Light or Flag waved slowly
of goods train, timed fo sfop
at a Station, that there is
nothing to pick ur>. ancLtlmt
if he has nothing to nut off he
may run through—Rule 173.

15.—To indicate that Catch Points Green Light or Flag held steadily
are in right position for train
to pass in facing direction—
Rule 236.

tHAND SIGNALS. by Iland-signalmanat the Signal.
50. ( a ) These signals will he made with Flags by

day; and with Lamps by night, and in foggy weather
or during falling snow. A Red Light or a Jled Flag is
a signal of Danger—Stop; in the absence of a Red
Light, any light waved violently denotes Danger.

(b) The purposes for which a White or a Green
Hand Signal is used are as follows :—
1.—Move forward, in shunting— White Light waved slowly up and

Rule 53. down.

2.— Move back, in shunting—Rule White Light waved slowly from
side to side across body.

3.—Moveforward slowly, in shunt- Green Light waved slowly up and
ing—Rule 52. down.

4.—Move back slowly in shunting Green Light waved slowly from—Rule 52. side to side across body.
5.—Guard’s signal to Engine- Green Light or Green Flag (where

driver to start, and to indicate
that Guard or Shunter has
rejoined train—Rules 65 and
171.

Hand
Signals.

Staficp nv •Tnncf.inn is blocked—Rule 40.

up and down.

in the hand by man at Points.

16.—To caution
enterjjlg Tprminfl.1 Stat.inn 1 qr
Station worked under special
instructions, if Line 1» not
clear—Rule 877 ’

17.—To caution Engine-driver of Green Light or Flag held steadily
following train on Time Inter-
val system — Time Interval
Regulation 3. (Appendix IV.)

18.—To indicate to Engine-driver Green Light or Flag waved slowly
that Slip portion is detached.

Green Light or Flag held steadily
in the hand by Signalman after
bringing train to a stand and
giving verbal warning.

used ), waved slowly from side to
side above the head by Guard. in the hand by Signalman after

bringing train to a stand and
giving verbal warning.

6,—To indicate by night to Engine- Green Light waved slowly from
side to side by Guard from bis
Van.

up and down by Slip Guard.
driver of Goods train after
starting that his train is com-
plete—Rule 171. f

7.—To indicate to Engine-driver Green Light or Flag waved slowly
that train Is divided—Rule
220.

8.—T° ftn A 11 Right Signal Green Light or Flag held steadily
to Engine-driver whore thpre

is no Starling Signal—Rule

from side to side by Signalman.
51. In the absence of Flags—

( a ) Both arms raised above
the head denotes Danger,
thus:—

Danger
Signal.in the hand by Signalman.

41.
9.—To authorise Engine-driver to Green Light or Flag held steadily

in the hand by Signalman.pass Starting Signal at Dan-
ger, for shunting purposes—Rule 44.

2 4
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SIGNALLING IN CONNECTION WITH
TRAINS SHUNTING OR RUNNING IN

WRONG DIRECTION.
( b ) One arm raised above the

head denotes Caution, thus :— 54. Distant, Home, and Starting Signals apply Distant,
only to trains travelling in the proper direction on starting

114
the Running Lines, and must not be used for any Signals
other purpose, except as provided in Rule 232. Strains17
Trains moving in the wrong direction on any rUQng“s in

Running Line must be signalled by Hand Lamp or direction.
Flag. Trains shunting from one Running Line to Jailinganother, or shunting into, or out of, Sidings con- during
nected with Running Lines, must, unless Fixed and*1of

1

Signals are provided for the purpose of signalling J}5jnshrun-such operations, be signalled either verbally, or mug in
by Hand Lamp or Flag, as occasion may require ; direction,it being necessary, in such cases, that the Fixed
Signals should be kept at Danger for the protec-tion of the trains so employed.

Caution
Signal.

(c) One arm held in a hori-
zontal position denotes All
Right, thus :—

All Right
Signal.

52. (a) In shunting operations by night, or when
necessary in foggy weather or during falling snow,
a White Light waved slowly up and down means
“ Move Forward,” i.e., go away from the person
giving the signal ; a White light waved slowly
from side to side across the body means “ Move
back,” i.e., come towards the person giving the
signal.

(?> ) A Green Light used instead of a White Light
as above means “ Move forward slowly ” or “ Move
back slowly.”

53. Hand Lamps and Flags, when used as
signals, except where they are employed for the
purpose of marking the actual point of obstruction ,
must always be held in the hand, and not placed
upon, or stuck into, the ground, or fixed elsewhere.

Shunting
Signals by
night , DETENTION AT HOME OR STARTING

SIGNALS.
55. (a ) In case of detention at a Home, Starting, Drivcr t0

or Advanced Starting Signal, the Engine-driver must signalman toimmediately sound his whistle, and, if still detained, Qe"arnd(lcd
the Guard, Shunter, or Fireman must (except where shunter, or
the Lock and Block system of Train signalling is in
operation), go into the Signal-box and remind the train*

Signalman of the position of the train, and remain
there until the Signalman can give permission for
it to go forward. In foggy weather or during falling
snow, the Guard, Shunter, or Fireman must, imme-diately upon the train coming to a stand, proceed to
the Signal-box.

Hand
Signals to
be held in
hand.
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When backed on to a Main or Branch
Line at a Junction, by the Fireman.

(iii.) In the case of a train with two or
more Guards, by the Guard whose van is
nearest to the Signal-box ; if there is only
one van on the train, by the Under Guard.

(iv.) In the case of there being a Guard as
well as a Shunter with the train or vehicles,
then the Guard must go to the Signal-box.

(v.) In the case of a train or vehicles in
charge only of a Shunter, the Shunter must
go to the Signal-box.

( d ) The Guard in charge of the train must
satisfy himself that the man whose duty it is to do
so has gone to the Signal-box; and the Guard or
Shunter, as the case may be, will be held respon-
sible for seeing that the train or vehicles are
properly secured.

(e ) When a train or vehicles have been shunted
from one Running Line to another, the Guard or
Shunter, as the case may be, must, before going to
the Signal-box, satisfy himself that the Line from
which the train or vehicles have been shunted is
clear.

(/) Sufficient time must be allowed for the Guard, for
Shunter, or Fireman to rejoin the train before the man to

Signal is lowered, and the Engine-driver must not, van orengine
when the Signal is lowered, go forward until he j^reSigna1

has received a Hand Signal from the Guard or
Shunter to intimate that he has rejoined the train.
By day the Hand Signal will be the All Right
Signal in accordance with Rule 51, or (where used)
a Green Flag waved slowly from side to side, and
by night, a Green Light waved slowly from side to
side above the head.

( b ) When a train or vehicles have passed a Home
Signal, and are waiting to be crossed to another

Box? SigMal Line, or t° l)e let into a Siding, or have been shunted
on to the opposite Running Line, or placed on either
a Main or Branch Line at a Junction, or when a
train or vehicles have been shunted from a Siding
on to a Running Line, and are waiting to be
crossed to another Line, the Guard, Shunter, or
Fireman must, when the train or vehicles come
to a stand, proceed immediately to the Signal-
box, and remind the Signalman of the position of
the train or vehicles, and remain in the Box until
the Signalman can give permission for them to
proceed, or to be shunted clear of the Running
Lines.

( c ) The duty of going to the Signalman must be
performed as under :—

(i.) In the case of a light engine, or of a
Passenger train with only one Guard, by the
Fireman; the Guard in the latter case remaining
in charge of the train.

(ii.) In the case of a Goods train with only one
Guard—

Guard,
Shunter, or
Fireman to

When stopped at a Home Signal, by the
Fireman.

When stopped at a Starting or Advanced
Starting Signal, by the Guard.

When waiting to be crossed on to another
Line, or to be let into a Siding, by the
Guard.

When crossed to the opposite Line, by
the Fireman.

When drawn ahead on to a Main or
Branch Line at a Junction, by the
Guard.
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Inspector of Permanent-way, Foreman Platelayer, or
Ganger, and all trains must be stopped, or allowed
to pass over slowly as may be necessary, until
the damage is repaired.

58. The Signalman must frequently examine and signals to be

try his Fixed Signals to see that they work well, examined!
are kept clean, and show properly. Great care must
be used in putting on a Signal : it is not sufficient care in
merely to move the lever, but the Signalman must,
at the same time watch the Signal so as to ascer-
tain that it obeys the lever, and goes fully to
Danger. ’ Where a Fixed Signal is out of the
Signalman’s sight and its working is indicated by
a Repeater in the Signal-box, he must satisfy him-
self by observation of the Repeater that the fixed
Signal is working properly. He must take care
that the Signal wires are kept properly adjusted
by means of the regulating screws or links, so as to
compensate for the expansion and contraction caused
by variations of temperature.

59. Should any impediment or obstruction exist Signals to be

upon the Line within the sight or knowledge of the casheoftCd ln

Signalman, he must place or keep the necessary obstruction.
Fixed signals at Danger, and prevent any train
passing his Box in that direction, until such im-
pediment or obstruction has been removed and the
Line made perfectly clear and safe.

60. (a) When a train is approaching Facing Facing

Points, the Signalman must see that the lever which Po,nts‘

governs them is close home to the frame, and that
the catch is firmly down in the notch, and remains so
until the whole of the train has passed. He must
also from observation, when practicable, assure him-
self that the Points have obeyed the Lever and
in the proper position.

(y) The man who goes to the Signal-box
reminder to the Signalman, must satisfy himself bypersonal enquiry that the Signalman is aware of the

obstruction, obstruction, and has protected the train.
( h ) Where mechanical or other appliances

supplied to serve as a reminder to the Signalman
arc u s e d c e r^a^n Signals must not be lowered or turnedoff, he must make prompt use of such appliances ;and, in addition, where the Company’s Regulations

require it, must “ Block back ” to the Signal-box orBoxes affected by the obstruction before allowingthe line to be obstructed.
WORKING OF POINTS AND SIGNALS.

56. The Signalman on duty must see that the?ntonocking, Points, Signals, Interlocking, Electric, and other«no other Apparatus are kept in perfect -working order ; and
heexamined, he must immediately report to the Station -master
whcirclefee- un(^er whose supervision he acts, and to the Inspec-ts. tor of Permanent-way, or other person in charge ofrepairs, any case in which the Points, Signals, orInterlocking arrangements are out of repair, or notproperly cleaned and oiled ; and the Station-mastermust, where necessary, telegraph the circumstancesto the proper authorities. The ' Signalman isresponsible for exhibiting outside his Signal-boxthe Board prescribed to indicate the state of theElectric and other apparatus connected with hisSignal-box, and he must immediately report anydefect to the Station-master.

57. When, from the passage of a train or
orCroMings other cause, any Point, Crossing, or Check Railis damaged or strained, or the Rails themselvessplit or strained, the circumstances must i“diately ho reported to the Station-master and

Man to
satisfy
himself
Signalman
la nware of

as a

Where
mechanical
or other

are

reminder to
Signalmen.

Points,

Wires to be
regulated.

Damage to
(

to be
reported. are are

imme-
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(b) Facing Points must bo frequently tested by
the Signalman, so that he may satisfy himself they
work well, and that no part is damaged.

(e) Facing Points not worked from a Locking-
frame must bo securely fastened or held for the
passage of each train.

replaced at 61* When a Signal other than a Distant Signal
Danger after has been lowered for the passing of a train, it
passage of
train.

63. Where Catch Points are worked from Catch
Points.Signal-boxes, Signalmen must, in order to prevent

any vehicle running back on the Line in which the
Catch Points are provided, keep the Points open
for tho runaway end, except when required to he
closed for trains to pass over them on the Punning
Line. Should it be necessary to move a train in
the wrong direction on the Line provided with
Catch Points (whether worked from a Signal-box
or not), care must be taken that the Points are right
for the direction in which the train is

Signal to be

must not (except in case of accident or obstruc-
tion) be again placed at Danger until the last vehicle
of the train has passed it, or the train has been
brought to a stand ; nor, in the case of a Junction,
until the last vehicle of the train has passed it,
and is clear of the Junction Points.

moving.
64. If, when two or more trains approach a When two

Junction at the same time or at nearly the same time, approach athe Signalman should have lowered or taken off the Junction at
62. ( a ) Signalmen must exercise great care in

shunting carriages and other vehicles. They must
not move the Points until they have obtained a
signal from the Guard or Shunter, or from the
Engine-driver or Fireman in the case of a light-
engine, that the last vehicle or tho light-engine, as
the case may be, is clear of the Points.

(b ) After shunting operations of any description,
the Signalman must see, or have intimation from
the Guard (or if a Shunter has been employed, then
from him), that the carnages or other vehicles have
been left secure in the Sidings, and that the Running
Lines are clear before lowering the Signals to allow
any train to pass. In the case of a light-engine,
the Fireman will he held responsible for advising
the Signalman.

( c ) When it is necessary to shunt vehicles on any
Running Line, the Guard or Shunter must satisfy
himself that, in the shunting operations, none of the
vehicles have become detached, and are left upon
any Running Line.

Signals for a train which should have been kept near^^m
0/

back for the passage of another, he must not attempttime*

to alter the order of the trains by reversing the
Signals, but must place them all at Danger, and
keep them until all the trains have been brought to
a stand, when precedence can be given to tho proper
train.

Shunting
carriages
and other
vehicles.

SO

65. ( a) No unauthorised person must be allowed notnto be in-to interfere with the working of tho Signals or un
_

Points, or the Electrical Instruments or Bells. authorised

( b) No person must move any Points which lead ponuTnotto
to a Running Line, or from one Running Line to be moved
another, without the permission of the Signalman
in charge.

without
Signalman’s
permission .

66. (a ) Each Signalman must keep his Signal- stgnai-box
box strictly private, and not allow any other persons p°ivateCpt
than the authorised officers and servants of tho
Company to enter it.

( b ) Signal-boxes and tho Instruments and other signal-bo*appliances therein must be kept in proper opleyagd ckankept
perfectly clean.

c
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arising from the change of men avoided. Each
Signalman must enter in the Train Register Rook
the time of his arrival on duty and the time of his
leaving, and place his signature thereto. Signalmen
must change duty only at the appointed hours.

67. ( a ) The Signal Lamps must be lighted as soon
as it commences to be dusk, and in foggy weather or
during falling snow.

(/;) At places which are open all night, they must
not, unless instructions are issued to the contrary,
be extinguished until broad daylight.

(c) At places which are closed during the night,
the Signal Lamps must, unless instructions are
issued to the contrary, be extinguished after the
Signal-box has been closed, and, if the Box has to be
opened in the morning before daylight, they must be
re-lighted in sufficient time for the passage of the
first train.

Danger sig- 68. Unless instructions are issued to the contrary,
shownbwhen when it is necessary for a Signalman to leave his
Signalman Signal-box for the purpose of re-lighting or re-
lcaves his

£rjmmjng any 0f liis Signal Lamps, he must not do
so unless all his Signals are at Danger.

69. Every Signalman, before taking charge of
togivedUty a Signal-box, must satisfy himself that all the

Electrical Instruments, Signals, Points, &c., are in
good working order, and, when relieving another
Signalman, must ascertain from him whether there
is any special circumstance requiring attention ;
whether the trains which are due to pass have done
so, and if not, what are the exceptions; and what
trains, if any, are in the Section on either side of his
Signal-box, or are signalled. He must also ascer-
tain whether there is any other matter, the knowledge
of which is necessary to enable him to properly
discharge his duty. The Signalman relieved must
give full information on these points before leaving
duty, so that the duties of the Box may be conducted

efficient manner, and any inconvenience

Lighting
Signal
Lamps.
Extinguish-
ing Signal
Lamps.

FIXING, REMOVING, OR REPAIRING
SIGNALS, OR APPARATUS FOR
WORKING POINTS AND SIGNALS.

Placesclosed
during night

70. Before the erection or removal of Signals, Erection or
or the prosecution of other work in connection with
Points or Signals which may interfere with the safe other work
working of the Line, the Foreman Signal-fitter who uonwlth*’
has charge of the work must, unless the work Points or
has been previously arranged for between theb,gnals'

Signalling and the Traffic Departments, and the
necessary notice issued by the General Manager or
the Superintendent of the Line, communicate with
the District Superintendent, Traffic Inspector, or
Station-master, as the case may be, who will make
any special arrangements that may be necessary in
connection with the working of the traffic during
the time such alterations or repairs are
effected.
Signalman, and no special arrangements have been
made with the Traffic Department, Signal-litters
must provide for the safety of the Line in accord-
ance with Rule 250.

71. (a ) When the work involves the dis- Disarrange-
arrangement of the Interlocking apparatus, or the h,blocking
disconnection of Signals, Points, Facing Point Bars or dl.scon-
or Locks, Fouling Bars, Detectors, Bridge Bolts, signals,

0

Turntable Bolts, or Level Crossing Gates, the Points, <fec*

Signal-fitter must, before the work is commenced,

Box tempo-
rarily.

Signalman

information
to man by
whom he is
relieved. being

Where there is no Station-master or

in an
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give to the Signalman an exact description of the
nature of the work, and the Signalman must enter
in the Train Register or Book provided for the
purpose the words “ Locking disarranged,” with the
numbers of the levers which will he interfered
with ; both he and the Signal-fitter must sign their
names, and the time must be recorded.

( b ) When the work involves the disarrangement
of the Interlocking, or when it is necessary to dis-
connect a Facing Point, Facing Point Bar or Lock,
Bridge Bolt, or Turntable Bolt, the Signal-titter
must, before the work is commenced, disconnect and
fix at Danger the Distant Signals applicable to the
Lines affected.

(c) A Hand-signalman to work under the instruc-
tions of the Signalman must be provided, and act in
accordance with Rule 73.

(id ) Before interfering with tho Locking connec-
tions, the Signal-fitter must satisfy himself that the
Hand-signalman is at his Post.

(e) During the time the Points are disconnected,
the Signalman must, on each occasion when he
requires to pass a train over the Points, communicate
with the Hand-signalman and receive his assurance
that each Point is in its proper position and secured.

Men at (/) In cases where, owing to a number of Points
assist

8
Hand- “being disconnected from the Signal-box, it may be

Bipnaiman. necessary to place a man at each pair of Points, or
to attend to a number of Points, these men must
receive their instructions from the Signalman as to
the duties they have to perform. When a train is
required to be sent over Points which are being
attended to by the men assisting the Iland-signal-

the Hand-signalman must so inform such men

and take care that they properly secure the Points
for the Line on which the train is to pass, and the
Points must not again be altered in position until
the Hand-signalman has advised them that the
operation is completed. When this has been done,
the men will be at liberty to move the Points as
may be required to suit the convenience of the
Signal-fitters working at them, it being understood
that no train will be sent over them, without
previous intimation being given in each case by the
Hand-signalman.

(ig ) When carrying out repairs to Level Crossing Repairs to

Gatesinvolving the disconnection of theInterlocking, ine/Gate's.̂
the Signal-fitter must disconnect and fix at Danger
the Distant Signals, and a Hand-signalman must be
provided to attend to the working of the Gates and
the protection of the Crossing.

( l i ) When the work is completed, the Signalman,
after receiving an assurance from the Signal-fitter
that all is right, must test the Locking, and, if found
to be all right, then enter in the Train Register or
Book provided for the purpose the wrords “ Locking
restored,” and both he and the Signal-fitter must
sign their names under the words, a note of the time
being also inserted.

(i) When any Fixed Signal is out of order or is when Fixed
disconnected for repair or otherwise, or when any connected

"

Points are disconnected and the Interlocking of the jndjinter-
Point and Signal Levers is all right, the Signalman right. b

must, to enable him to obtain the security of the
Interlocking, use the lever applicable to such Signal
or Points, as if the Signal or Points were in work,
and the Signal and Counter-balance weight must,
when necessary, be disconnected by the Signal-fitter
from the lever to admit of this being done.

Hand-
signalman.

When work
completed.

Signalman
to communi-
cate with
Hand-
signalman.

man
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DEFECTIVE SIGNALS, POINTS, &c.( j ) When the Interlocking of any Signal or Point
is being repaired, altered, or cleaned by the Signal-
fitter, the Signal-fitter must not, except for testing

Signal-fitter
not to move
levers
without
Signalman’s . .
permission, purposes, and then only with the permission ot the

Signalman, move any lever, but must ask the
Signalman to move it for him; nor must the Signal-
man move any lever connected with any Point or
Signal at which the Signal-fitter is at work without
first obtaining his permission.

73. (a ) When a Home, Starting, or Advanced wheniiome,
Starting Signal, or Siding Signal applicable to a sidingsignai
Siding not protected bySafety Points, becomes defec- defectlve-
tive, or is not working efficiently, a competent person
must be placed at such Signal with Hand Signals
and Detonators, and act under the instructions of
the Signalman. The Distant Signals applicable to
the Lines affected must be kept at Danger by being
disconnected from the levers by which they are
worked, and must remain in that position until the
defect has been made good, and all is again in
working order. If the defective Signal can be placed
at Danger, it must be kept at Danger until again
in working order.

72. ( a) Ho new Signal must be brought into
use, nor any alteration made in the position or use
of any existing Signal, without the authority of the
General Manager or the Superintendent of the Line.

( b ) Semaphore Signals not in use aredistinguished
by two pieces of wood nailed over each other in the
form of a cross (see below) :—

Authority
respecting
new and
altered Sig-
nals.
Semaphore
Signals not
In use.

( b ) Should the interlocking of a lever-frame or any when

Facing Point, Bolt, or Bar be out of order, one com- Peking,
pefcent man or more, as may be necessary, provided Facing

^with Hand-signals and Detonators, must he appointed 0r Bar out’
to act under the instructions of the Signalman in o t order-
charge of the Signal-box, and the Distant Signals
applicable to the Lines affected must be kept at
Danger by being disconnected from the levers as
above directed.

#
mm

(c) The Hand-signalman must ascertain from the
Signalman in charge of the Signal-box what train man.
he is to bring forward, and, if the train which is to
he brought forward is approaching Facing Points,
he must, before signalling it forward, inform the
Signalman in charge of the Signal-box the position
of such Points, %md satisfy himself that they are
open for the Line on which the Signalman in the
Signal-box intends the train should run.

( d ) If the train which is to be brought forward is
approaching Trailing Points, the Hand-signalman

( c ) Disc Signals not in use will not he fitted with
' the Discs or Lamps.

Disc Signals
not in use
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